
Parex is a leader in the development of
specialist hard landscaping products
offering a choice of solutions to meet
every requirement.

The Parex Streetscape range offers mortars for the rigid laying of
paving units which combine to form systems which meet every
need in modern hard landscaping construction.

Products comply with the relevant part of BS 7533 for: bedding,
bonding and jointing of natural stone, clay and concrete block
paving.

The range is comprised of advanced materials specially
formulated to be cost-effective, easy to use and to speed up some
of the more labour-intensive aspects of hard landscaping by
minimising labour requirement on site and maximising efficiency.
The Parex Streetscape range is supplemented by high
performance materials for finishing works including: manhole,
kerb and street furniture placement, making Parex a single source
supplier for all hard landscaping needs.

A team of sector experts based across the UK can advise on the
most suitable materials for specific tasks and also practical on-site
training. 

The Parex Streetscape range has now been extended to include
an ECO range of bedding and jointing mortars which contain
recycled aggregate to reduce embodied energy.

The reduced carbon footprint offers a more sustainable option for
designers and helps conserve valuable natural resources.

Bespoke mortars to meet the modern demands of hard
landscaping projects are available upon request.

Parex Streetscape have joined Interlay – the
independent association of paving contractors
dedicated to promoting and maintaining the

highest professional standards



Key products in the Streetscape
range include:

PAREX FBC (Fine Bedding Concrete): A BS 7533 compliant
bedding mortar for hard landscaping available in: 25kg and
approx. 1 tonne bulk bags and, for larger schemes, in
replenishable site-based bulk silos.

The mix includes added polymers and plasticising agents
providing a strong and stable bedding mortar for the bedding of
paving units. 

Rapid-Set (RS) and Eco versions are available upon request. 

PAREX Granatech: Is an easy-to-use BS 7533 compliant slurry
applied jointing mortar ideal for use with all types of paving units
in hard landscaping projects. It is ready for on-site mixing with the
addition of water and is compatible with Parex FBC bedding
mortar and Parex Bond Plus priming mortar. Granatech can be
speedily applied over large areas for the fast and cost-effective
jointing of all paving units wherever there is a large proportion of
jointing material to paving unit.

An Eco version is available upon request.

PAREX SettPoint: SettPoint is ideal for traditional setts requiring
an aesthetically pleasing wide joint. SettPoint provides a free-
flowing solution which can be poured into gaps to provide a high
strength, durable finish. The BS 7533 compliant grout-based
formulation is self-smoothing, exceptionally strong and contains
a special agent to compensate for shrinkage to ensure that
finished joints will not shrink or crack.

PAREX Bond Plus: Designed for use as a “scrub coat” to
improve the adhesion between the paving units and the
underlying bedding mortar. Bond Plus Priming Mortar is fully
compliant with the requirements of the relevant parts of BS 7533.
The pre-blended product is ready for on-site mixing and only
requires the measured addition of water. 

It has been formulated for use with other materials in the
Streetscape range.

PAREX Standard Mortar: Is a gun-injected high strength mortar
which is BS 7533 compliant for the jointing of paving units. It is
extremely durable and the gun injection process speeds up
outputs and completion times on site when using only semi-
skilled labour.

A standard range of colours are available.
Bespoke colours are also available to special order.

The PAREX Streetscape range also comprises a range
of high performance bonding and bedding materials
for: manhole, kerb and street furniture placement.

A choice of high strength, quick setting products for
all types of situation and conditions are available
which out-perform traditional bedding products.

In addition, the range includes a wide choice of
cementitious, resin-based and fibre reinforced
materials specifically designed for early road opening
and use in cold weather conditions.
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